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SOFTWARE HISTORY

The “ RacingSM brothers “ from Portugal, started almost 20 years ago with 2-Stroke projects, this was always
our passion, 2-Stroke engines and modifications.
Fortunately, we’ve met Luís Fonseca ( LuFo ) in 1996, one of, if not the biggest and most genius 2-Stroke
tuner in Portugal, along the years while developing projects with LuFo, we have acquired some experience
and know-how, in order to develop fine tuned engines & bikes according to our specifications and goals.
Our finalized 2-Stroke projects ( Yamaha RD 500 V4, Suzuki RG 500 Gamma, Aprilia RS 250, Honda “ CRR “,
Polaris Scrambler 400, Kawasaki KDX 200 ), along with the good results achieved by the 2-Stroke Drag Race
prototype, proved that the know-how included on RacingSM Software, works.
So, if you are looking for a 2-Stroke software, with a good compromise between price and results, you have
here a good choice.
We sincerely hope that this software will help a lot of 2-Stroke enthusiasts to improve / optimize their 2Stroke engines / projects, and help to increase the 2-Stroke community Worldwide aswell, since these are
very special engines.

Thank you for acquiring our software !

RacingSM
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INSTALLATION
In order to install our software, you’ll need the following pre-requisites.
Pre-Requisites:
- Microsoft Windows XP minimum.
- Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0.
- 512MB RAM
- 60MB Hard-Disk.
- Internet Connection when installing and activating the Software ( when the Activation is successful, you can
work off-line )
With 1 RacingSM Software license, you can only install in 1 computer hard-disk.

NOTES BEFORE USING SOFTWARE
What it will not do.
RacingSM Software will not substitute for lack of accurate input data, when racing or just simply trying to
improve your bike / engine performance, success or failure is often measure hundredths or even thousands
of a second after many hours of racing and even on hobby will require trial-error tests.
There are so many possibilities for errors in input data that are greater than the expected performance
differences.
For example, even factories with Wind Tunnel cannot predict if the rider’s position to be exactly the same
when actually riding. No software can fully account for these variations.
The 2-Stroke Exhausts for example are very sensitive in terms of harmony between the cylinder portmap,
ignition and the exhaust system itself, so if you have one of these parties wrong, probably the whole setup
would not perform as expected.
This software will give results close to reality with a small, but reasonable margin of error if the inputs are
“correct”.

NOTES ON INPUT DATA & ACCURACY
GIGO stands for “Garbage In Garbage Out”.
What this means is that we can’t expect to get better quality results than the quality of the data that we
input. Having said that it is true that some parameters only have a small influence on the performance and so
the accuracy of those parameters is not critical.
Some of the required input data is easy to come by but other data may be difficult. Internet, magazine road
tests and manufacturer’s manuals are a good source of some data. The following will consider each piece of
data individually and discuss its importance and availability .
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SOFTWARE ACTIVATION

As you know, RacingSM Software
is sold per license, meaning you
can only install the software in 1
computer ( Laptop or Desktop using
Microsoft Windows OS ).
This way, choose on which
computer you want to install it,
since if you want to have the
software installed on other
computers you will have to
purchase us another licenses.
After installing the Software, the
first time you run the program (
you must be connected to the
Internet ), the following screen will
be shown:
You will have to send an email to
activation@racingsm.org with the
PC BIOS presented on the screen (
on this screen example:
2450453271 ).
Soon, you will receive an email from
RacingSM with your unique
Username and Activation Code.
When successfully activated, you
can run the Software online or
offline if you prefer.
After activating the software in one
computer, if you attempt to install
and run the software on a different
computer, you won’t be able to
activate it with the same credentials
( Username & Activation Code ),
you’ll need to purchase another license.
Our software requires gathering some of your computer information on installation process such as PC Bios in
order to assure you’ll only install the software in one computer.
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LUFO EXHAUST SYSTEM DESIGNER
One of the most, if not the most important feature of RacingSM 2-Stroke Development Software, the LuFo
Exhaust System Designer.

Our exhausts are calculated based on an algorithm with LuFo Racing philosophy formulas which has in
account the following input data:
- Bore: fill with the Engine Piston Bore ( in millimeters )
- Stroke: fill with the Engine Stroke (in millimeters)
- Exhaust Port Duration: fill with the Exhaust Port
Duration ( in Degrees )
- Transfer Port Duration: fill with the Transfer Port
Duration ( in Degrees )
- RPM: fill with the maximum RPM which the engine /
exhaust will operate.
- Exhaust Port Height: fill with Exhaust Port Height ( in
millimeters )
- Exhaust Port Width: fill with Exhaust Port Width ( in
millimeters )

- Exhaust Type: single or 2 into 1
- Desired HP: fill with the Desired Crankshaft
Horsepower ( HP measure )
- Fuel Octane Rating: select which Fuel Octane you’re
using ( between 85 and 98 OR above 100 )
- Exhaust Valve: check if your engine has exhaust valve
system
- Air Filter: air filter type
- Fuel Intake
- Gearbox: fill with your engine gearbox ratios.
- Compression Ratio: fill with your engine’s
compression ratio (Universal Corrected)

With all the input data, firstly is calculated the Brake Mean Effective Pressure (Bar) for the simulated setup,
the Exhaust System is calculated based on BMEP, the Sound Speed which is directly influenced by the
Exhaust Temperature, if your engine has exhaust valve or not and also depending of your gearbox type.
The Fuel Octane Rating has also influence on the Engine / Exhaust running temperature, since high-rating
Octane has lower temperature, this will vary the exhaust total Length with a small % margin.
Be aware, the Exhaust Port measures ( Height & Width/Length ) must be consistent, otherwise, the results
could be skewed *.
* RacingSM doesn’t take responsibility by exhausts fabricated by third party using our calculated measures. nor take responsibility by
eventual engine seizures.
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Example above for a calculated exhaust for an HONDA RS 125R 1991’ model:
-

Bore: 54mm
Stroke: 54.5mm
Exhaust Port Duration: 199
Transfer Port Duration: 134
RPM: 14000

-

Exhaust Port Height: 28
Exhaust Port Width: 43
Desired HP: 45
Fuel Octane Rating: >100
Exhaust valve: Yes

The Cone Dimensions are represented on a Technical Drawing and also a Data Table with the respective
measures.
Each Section has its own Diameter1 ( D1 ) and Diameter2 ( D2 ) and a respective Length, we also give the
Radius 1 ( R1 ), Radius 2 ( R2 ) and the Arc Angle ( Degrees º ) for each section.
It is also indicated the Total Exhaust Length ( in millimeters ).
All these measures are represented in millimeters .
Another very important feature of this LuFo Exhaust System Designer, it’s the possibility of designing an
Optimal 2-into-1 Exhaust.
This is good for parallel 2-Stroke Twin-Cylinders, like Yamaha RD 350 / Yamaha Banshee quad or plenty of
snowmobiles or waterbikes / jetskis using 2-Stroke engines.
The user will be able to:
-

CREATE an Exhaust.
SAVE the exhaust setup to an Exhaust File. ( ATTENTION: this file is encrypted, so it can only be opened by
RacingSM 2-Stroke Development Software. )
LOAD an Exhaust file.
Export Exhaust Design ( PNG format )
SCREENSHOT all the screen information and Exhaust System Design.
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Based on the Exhaust Port information, it is also designed the Port on 2 different shapes:
-

BRIDGE PORT
OVAL PORT

The software will alert you with a red message, in case you’ve selected “ BRIDGE PORT “ and have a width
above 74%, on this cases it’s not strange to have a possible piston ring seizure.
The software also suggests an optimized port shape in order to increase the performance with reliability.
RacingSM recommends using Cone Layout software, which allows you to draw each calculated Section ( D1; D2; Length ) and export
the result to DXF format ( CAD ), which can be used by a CNC machine to laser cut your exhaust sections perfectly.
Of course, the user can always cut by hand each section if preferable.

A table of valuable results is also presented for the suggested designed exhaust:
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LUFO EXHAUST DESIGN DATABASE OVERLAY
After designing Exhausts using the RacingSM Exhaust System Designer, the user can Overlay those designs
and save your database in a file.

Just fill the datagrid with the measures previously calculated, select which ones you want to Overlay and
check the result.

You can also SAVE a file ( encrypted ) with your Exhaust Design Overlay information.
This way, you can have a preview of how the exhausts would like and check the main differences between
them in terms of section diameters and lengths.
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THREE STAGE EXHAUST SYSTEM
RacingSM Software also offers a module which calculates a Three Stage Exhaust System based on the G.P.
Blair philosophy formulas.

The calculations are made having in account the following input data:
-

Bore: fill with the Engine Piston Bore ( in millimeters )
Stroke: fill with the Engine Stroke (in millimeters)
Exhaust Port Duration: fill with the Exhaust Port Duration ( in Degrees )
RPM: fill with the Peak HP RPM
Exhaust Port Height: fill with Exhaust Port Height ( in millimeters )
Exhaust Port Width: fill with Exhaust Port Width ( in millimeters )
Horn Coefficient: fill with a coefficient depending of your desired engine behavior (GP, MX, Enduro or Road)
BMEP: fill with the desired Brake Mean Effective Pressure depending of engine behavior.

The results are presented with each section Diameter and respective Length (millimeters).
The user can Save, Load Exhaust files and also take printscreens ( PNG ).
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EXHAUST PORT TIMING
Exhaust Port Timing calculator, allows the user to calculate in Degrees the exhaust port timing ( from the top
of Exhaust Port to TDC )

On the example above, the input data is:
- Stroke: fill with the Engine Stroke ( in millimeters )
- Connecting-Rod Length: fill with Connecting-Rod Length between centers ( in millimeters ).
- Distance to Cylinder Top: distance between the top of Exhaust Port, to the Cylinder Top Limit or TDC ( in
millimeters ).
- Deck: deck distance measured if available (in millimeters ).
For example:
-

54.5mm Engine Stroke

-

110mm from center-to-center Connecting-Rod Length

-

26.82mm Distance to Cylinder Top

-

0mm Deck

The Exhaust Port Duration is 196 Degrees.
This results can be validated / confirmed by the user, by installing a Degree Wheel on the flywheel ,
removing the cylinder head and moving the piston exactly till the top of the exhaust port.
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CARBURETOR TUNING

Setup your carburetor depending on the Altitude ( meters ) and ambient Temperature.
Firstly, you need to assure your carburetion is working fine on a certain Altitude ( for example: Sea Level ),
then, if you are moving the bike to a different Altitude ( example: 250 meters ), the simulator will calculate the
new setup based on the new parameters ( Altitude and Temperature ).
The algorithm will have in account the Altitude and ambient Temperature to estimate Atmospheric Pressure
and find the Correction Factor, which will be used to calculate the new Clip Position, new MainJet, new
PilotJet, new AirScrew position and new Needle Jet.
An Aprilia RS 250 using a good initial setup:
-

Altitude: Sea Level

-

Temperature: 15º

-

Actual MainJet: 160#

-

Actual PilotJet: 45#

-

Clip Needle Position: 2

The results are:
New Clip Position: 2

-

New MainJet: 155# ( -5# from the original
one )

nd

-

Changes to the following example above:
-

Altitude: Sea Level

-

Temperature: 25º

nd

-

New PilotJet: 44# ( -1# from the original
one )

-

Air Screw: same position as before

-

New Needle Jet: same as before

It’s also presented a Chart with the Correction Factor .
Be aware, like it was mentioned before, you must have an initial optimal carburetor setup in order to find the
new setup based on the new variables ( different Altitude and different ambient Temperature ), otherwise,
the results could be skewed *.
* RacingSM doesn’t take responsibility by carburetor setups made by third party using our algorithm. nor we take
responsibility by eventual engine seizure
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CYLINDER HEAD DESIGN SIMULATOR

Another important feature of RacingSM Software is the Cylinder Head Design.
Here the user can calculate plenty of parameters for a Cylinder Head development, having in account some
input data:
-

Bore
Stroke
Connecting-Rod Length
Deck Height
Gasket Thickness
Diameter of Hole In Gasket
Exhaust Port Open Duration
Port Opens ATDC

-

Engine Maximum RPM
Head Radius
Squish D2
Squish Angle
Piston Dome
Cylinder D1
Cylinder Step1

A Cylinder Head example image legend is shown above to help filling the data.
The software presents a lot of results related to Piston, Head, Squish and Cylinder parameters, like:
-

Cylinder head volume
Trapped Compresssion Ratio
Geometric Compression Ratio
Squish Area Ratio
Squish Volume
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-

Volume Below Squish
Maximum Squish Velocity ( MSV )
Piston Maximum Velocity
Piston Mean Velocity

Piston Acceleration & Squish Velocity Vs Crankshaft Rotation ( in Degrees ) is also represented on a chart.
The Tubular Data on the right, represents for each Crankshaft Rotation Degree:
-

Distance to TDC ( in millimeters )
Cylinder Volume
Squish Volume
Squish Velocity
Piston M/S

Be aware, the input data must be consistent, otherwise, the results could be skewed *.
* RacingSM doesn’t take responsibility by Cylinder Head Design modified by third party using our software. nor
take responsibility by eventual engine seizures.
The user has the possibility to:
-

SAVE a Cylinder Head configuration.
LOAD a Cylinder Head configuration.

The RacingSM Cylinder Head configuration file is encrypted, so it can only be opened on RacingSM
Software.
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COMPRESSION RATIO & HEAD VOLUME
CALCULATOR
Based on:





Bore ( mm )
Stroke ( mm )
Head Volume ( cc )

Calculate a Grid Results with Traditional and Japanese Compression Ratio.
This way, you can easily know what is the Compression Ratio you will have with a certain Bore x Stroke X
Head Volume setup.
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IGNITION TIMING ADVANCE

Here you’ll be able to calculate the distance to TDC for a desired Advance Timing ( in Degrees ).
The input data is:
- Stroke: fill with Engine Stroke ( in millimeters ).
- Connecting-Rod Length: fill with Connecting-Rod Length between centers ( in millimeters ).
- Desired Advance: fill with the desired Advance Timing ( in Degrees )
The results are presented in a Chart Plot and a Table with the Desired Degrees and correspondent Piston Top
Distance to TDC for the specified engine data filled and.
The example presented is for an engine with 54.5mm Stroke, a 110mm center-to-center Connecting-Rod
Length, and the Desired Advance is 8 Degrees.
The result is 0.331mm to TDC.
This calculator will allow the user to know exactly how to draw an Ignition Advance chart for each Desired
Degree Advance with the correspondent distance to TDC in millimeters.
Of course, the user should use an Ignition Timing Pistol on the flywheel in order to confirm the values
calculated before.
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CONNECTING-ROD & PISTON ACCELERATION
Connecting-Rod & Piston Acceleration module is particularly useful to understand the repercussions of
different Connecting-Rod Lengths for the same or different Crankshaft Stroke and different RPM range.

With this module, you can simulate different multiple setups Piston Acceleration ( G-Force & mm^2 )
Calculate based on different RPM, Stroke and Connecting-Rod Lengths:
- Rod/Stroke Ratio
- Attack Angle º
- Piston Acceleration (G-Force)
Obtain a datagrid result table with the Acceleration (mm^2 & G-Force ) for each Crank Rotation (Degrees º)
and also a chart plot for all the RPM.
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CLUTCH TORQUE
Cluth Torque calculator is particularly useful for those who Drag Race, since you can estimate Maximum
Torque which your Clutch Setup can hold.
This way, you can fine tune your Clutch in order to handle the eventual Torque increase from an engine
tuning evolution.






Choose your Clutch Type: Wet or Dry.
Fill Plate Info:
o Number of Friction Surfaces Plates
o Clutch Plate Outer Diameter
o Clutch Plate Inner Diameter
Clutch Materials

Fill correctly each input data, in order to obtain consistent results.
The results are presented with a grid:
o

Maximum Temperature
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CHAIN LENGTH & NUMBER OF LINKS
Calculate your estimated Chain Length and Number of Links .

Based on Chain Size and Chain Pitch (in millimeters), the necessary input data bellow:
-

Chain Pitch: select a measure based on your Chain Size (from 428 to 632)
Front Sprocket: number of teeth
Rear Sprocket: number of teeth
CounterShaft to Rear Axle Distance: measure the distance (in millimeters) from your front sprocket
center to the rear sprocket center.
Shortest Possible Distance: theoretical minimum CounterShaft to Rear Axle Distance (in millimeters)
Longest Possible Distance: theoretical maximum CounterShaft to Rear Axle Distance (in millimeters)

The end result is an estimate Chain Length and Number of Links for each one of the three setups. ( Actual,
Shortest, Longest )
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AIR DENSITY
Calculate Air Density & Dyno Correction factor based on:

- Elevation/Altitude (meters)
- Air Temperature (Degrees Cº)
- Altimeter Setting (hPa)
- Relative Humidity (%)

This is a useful feature for those who race on different conditions (Altitude, Temperature, Humidity) for jetting
or dyno.
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BMEP DATABASE
RacingSM presents the BMEP DATABASE, this feature allows the user to view and analyze plenty of 2-Stroke
bike dyno & bmep charts.
Our Database is online, so in order to use this feature with full potential you’ll need to be online.

The bikes are divided in categories, from Motocross to Enduro, Road or GP, from tuned to stock engines.
The example above is from an Honda RS 125 with a complete JHA Kit. As you can see, in the middle there is a
data table with Rear Wheel Horsepower and respective BMEP at each RPM interval ( 500 rpm gap ).
Automatically highlights the highest BMEP value ( 183 Psi on this case ) and plots a Dyno & BMEP chart.
The user has the possibility of calculate a certain BMEP ( in PSI and BAR ) for a desired RWHP at a certain
RPM with a certain displacement. This way you can compare with the existant examples provided.
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BIKE DYNAMICS SIMULATOR

One of the most important features of RacingSM Software is the Drag Race Simulator.
Here you’ll be able to compare 2 bikes with different specifications in order to analyze the results obtained.
This simulator is specific for straight line acceleration, on drag strip or road, there are a lot of input data
which must be accurate in order to obtain also accurate results.
You can compare 2-Stroke and 4-Stroke bikes.
The multiple inputs are listed below.
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BIKE INPUTS

 Drag Area Coefficient ( CdA )
This is the Drag Coefficient multiplied by
the Frontal Area of the bike, we have
already a list of the most usual Coefficients
depending of bike type.






RPM
Front Sproket
Rear Sprocket
Road Slope ( in degrees )
Air Density

Air Density has direct influence on the
Resistance Force ( Drag Force ). You can
calculate the Air Density with our
calculator, or use the standard value of
1.225 kg/m³ for 15° temperature at Sea
Level altitude.
 Bike Wet Weight ( bike + fuel + oil +
water )
 Rider Weight ( kg )
 Wheel Perimeter ( rear wheel perimeter
)
 Weight on Drive Wheels ( standard
100% )
 Center of Gravity
 Wheelbase
TRACTION DATA TAB:
 Tire Friction Coefficient ( based on
rear wheel tire compound / material )
 Driveline Efficiency ( Powerloss at Gearbox )
 Contact Surface Coefficient ( Crr, based on asphalt material )
 Clutch bite ( RPM which you’ll release clutch lever )
 Rollout Distance ( distance to drag line )
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GEARBOX DATA TAB




Primary Ratio
Gear Ratios

Where you will have to fill with your
gearbox data, the Primary Ratio:

 Big Sprocket
 Small Sprocket
 Final Ratio ( calculated
automatically if you filled the previous 2
fields )
st
th
 Gear Ratios from 1 to 6 gear.
In the end, the program will calculate the
Gearbox Losses Between Gears ( % ) and
also plot a chart with the respective %
Jumps.
The Gearbox Data is required for both bikes
#1 and #2.
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DYNO

In order to have accurate results, fill our grid with your obtained Dyno curves. ( intervals of 500 rpm )
Rear Wheel Horsepower ( HP ) and Rear Wheel Torque ( Newton-Meter ), the simulator will automatically
plot a Dyno Chart ( intervals of 500 rpm ).
These Dyno values will be used by RacingSM algorithm to validate if you have enough HP for the calculated
Real Speed at each 500rpm gap for your setup.
The TORQUE values will be used for the THRUST @ WHEELS chart.
If you don’t fill TORQUE values, the chart will not display results.
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THRUST @ WHEELS
Also, with Dyno values filled the simulator will plot a Available Force @ Wheel Vs Speed for each gear
along with the Drag Force Resistance Curve, this way, you will have a complete figure of your bike / engine
performance having in account Aerodynamics, Drag, Wheel and Engine attritions.

st

nd

rd

th

th

th

The chart above, is an example of the Force Available at Rear Wheel in 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 and 6 gear for a
KTM RC8 1190 setup.
The Lime gradient color curve in the chart is the Drag Resistance Curve + Wind Resistance for the
selected CdA coefficient.
The dotted White Color Line in the chart is the Traction Limit for your setup.
Our software doesn’t make compensations on highly advanced electronic systems to prevent wheelspin or
anti-wheelie, so this works better on bikes without those new electronic systems.
th

When the Last Gear curve ( 6 gear – Red ) intersects the Drag Resistance + Wind Resistance curve, means
the bike doesn’t have sufficient power to overcome the total Drag. On the example above, the simulated Bike
( KTM Superduke R 1290 ) won’t pull above around 270 km/h easily.
The Available Force @ Wheel Vs Speed Chart is customizable, you can ( Right Click above the chart for
options ):
 Zoom In & Zoom Out for a certain range
 Enable & Disable curves
 Pan
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SPEED & RWHP
th

th

The Speed & RWHP tab calculates with 500rpm interval the Real Speed in 5 and 6 gear for your setup
bike.
Like previously described, if you fill with your Dyno curve values ( RWHP ), the RacingSM algorithm will
validate with 3 colors if the bike has sufficient power to achieve the calculated Real Speed.


Red – unreachable speed



Orange – speed probably reachable



Green –reachable speed

In the example above, the setup bike will have sufficient power to achieve real 259 km/h, but it won’t reach
th

288 km/h @ 10 000rpm @ 6 gear with the current transmission, wheel perimeter, gear ratios etc.
The right chart represents the calculated speed and the necessary RWHP at that RPM.
st

This will help realizing your optimal setup, and if your bike is too tall or short in 1 gear for example, or if
th
your 6 gear is too long or short, if you have to reduce secondary transmission ratio etc.
Also, if you’re a GP racer, you can have a fast overview depending on the Track, if it has short or long
straights, of multiple setups to decide which one you’ll use on track.
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RWHP/TORQUE VS SPEED CHART

The RWHP / TORQUE Vs SPEED chart shows the speed evolution related with your Power & Torque curves.
This way, you’ll know exactly the optimal shifting points considering maximum torque or maximum
horsepower.
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ACCELERATION
Another very important feature of Bike Dynamics, is the Acceleration tab.
If you fill with your RWHP and TORQUE values, the software will predict your bike setup acceleration in each
gear, and also the Wheeling Limit if the bike doesn’t have any kind of Electronic Anti-Wheelie system.
We will also show results for the Elapsed Time and Distance / Displacement between gears, the Total Elapsed
Time and Total Distance.
This way, you’ll have a figure of what’s the real world performance of your bike setup.
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MAX SPEED EACH GEAR

Output of:



Maximum Real Speed in each gear, with a 500rpm interval range.
Chart also provided for each gear, rpm and real speed.
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ET & SPEED TRAP
The ET & Speed Trap tab will give important information for Drag Racing results having in account your bike
setup.
 Traction Force Limit @ Rear Wheel
st
This is the limit force for your bike / wheel setup, if the Thrust available in 1 gear is bigger, then you’ll have
Wheelspin.

In the example below, the algorithm will decide if your bike spins the rear wheel or not, having in account the
st
calculated Forces @ Wheel for 1 gear and also the Tire Coefficient and Asphalt Coefficient for your input
Clutch Bite ( RPM ).
 Rollout Time
Estimated Time ( in seconds ) of instant reaction time after yellow to green light is shown on drag strip.
The Elapsed Time for the ¼ mile ( 402 meters ) and 1/8 mile ( 201 meters ) is predicted for your bike setup, if
the input data is consistent, normally the predictions are also consistent with a small margin variation.
 Estimated Elapsed Time on ¼ Mile ( Quarter Mile / 402 meters )
 Estimated Elapsed Time on 1/8 Mile ( 201 meters )
 Realistic Speed Trap ( ¼ Mile )
This is a realistic prediction of the bike speed trap after ¼ mile pass.
 Ideal Speed Trap ( ¼ Mile )
This is an Ideal prediction of the bike speed trap after ¼ mile pass.
 Optimistic Speed Trap ( ¼ Mile )
This is an Ideal prediction of the bike speed trap after ¼ mile pass.
 Optimal Shifting Points ( RPM & Km/h )
The algorithm calculates the Optimal Shifting Points ( RPM & KM/h )
It’s also presented a chart with RWHP Vs Time ( seconds ) for the specific bike setup ( Total Weight and
Maximum RWHP available ).
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GEARBOX ANALYSIS
This is a very important RacingSM Software feature, the Gearbox Analysis.
On the example bellow, we compare and analyze different close-ratio gearbox setups ( not real RSA
gearboxes ) for an APRILIA RSA 125 GP bike:

You need to fill the data table rows with your engine info:









Name
Primary Ratio
st
1 gear ratio
nd
2 gear ratio
rd
3 gear ratio
th
4 gear ratio
th
5 gear ratio
th
6 gear ratio

This way, the program will automatically calculate the Jumps Between Gears( % ) for
your gearbox and also a Coefficient for your gearbox, which can vary from:





Wide
Road
Road-Close
GP

You can also fill the grid with Rear Wheel Horsepower ( RWHP ) of your engine if you
have the dyno chart, this way, the program will simulate the necessary RWHP for each
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th

th

calculated real speed in 5 and 6 gear for your setup ( 500rpm interval ).
You can Save & Load Dyno grid values for future use.
The colorful grids on the right side, are the result of comparing 2 gearbox row setups for the same:
Secondary Ratio
MAX RPM
Drag Area Coeficient
Road Slope Angle
Rear Wheel Perimeter
Total Weight ( kg )








Red cells = unreachable speed
Orange cells = probable reachable real speed ( amplitude range of 2 RWHP in excess / missing )
Green cells = reachable real speed.

As we can see, with the following setup:








Drag Area Coefficient = 0.21
Road Slope = 0º
Total Weight = 140kg ( 78kg bike wet + 62 kg rider )
Max RPM = 13 500
Rear Wheel Perimeter = 185cm ( slick 115/60x17’ )
Front Sprocket = 18
Rear Sprocket = 34
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The Aprilia RSA 125 with custom gear ratios version V1 and V2.



th

Version V1 reachable real speed in 6 gear = 228 km/h and requires 44 RWHP to reach it.
th
Version V2 reachable real speed in 6 gear = 235 km/h and requires 48 RWHP to reach it.

On both cases, the speed reached on a GP race can be higher, since riders tend to use the air slipstream of
the front rider on the biggest straight of the Circuit to attain more 5 – 8 km/h in some cases
That is explained by the momentaneous reduction of the Drag Area Coefficient from 0.21 to 0.19 for example
for the same road slope ( typically 0º on a GP circuit )
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VESPA SIMULATOR

This is a very important module for those who possess a Vespa and want to change its gearbox.
There are plenty of aftermarket kits with different gear ratios and Primary Ratios, it's necessary to understand
the result of those modifications.
Combine different:
- Primary Ratio
- 1st; 2nd; 3rd; 4th; (select Number of Gears)
- Uncommon 5th and 6th gear, but if they exist, the
software is prepared for them.

- Desired RPM for calculated Real Speed
- Total Weight (rider+bike+liquids)
- Road Slope (Degrees º)
- Rear Wheel Information

Although 4 gearbox are more common, there are specific made gearbox with more than 4 gears, this way the
Simulator has that in account.
Results:
- Gaps Between Gears %
- Calculated Real Speed based on the selected Gear
Ratios, Primary Ratio and Rear Wheel Perimeter.
- Necessary Rear Wheel Horsepower for the
calculated Real Speed based on a average CdA of
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0.35 (Vespa Frontal Area with a rider with upper
body leaned forward)
- Gaps Between Gears % Chart
- Real Speed on Each Gear Chart
- Export Table Results to Excel (CSV) files.

VOLUME AIR FLOW & FUEL FLOW

This feature is for those who want to simulate the Fuel and Air Flow for their engines.
In the example above, we’re simulating a 125cc 2-Stroke highly tuned engine.
The input parameters are:








Engine displacement ( in cm3 )
Air Density ( you can calculate Air Density on our software aswell )
Density Ratio ( normally on a 2-Stroke engine is 1 ).
Natural Capacity
Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
Air Fuel Ratio ( also known as AFR )
RPM range

You can click on the ( ? ) icon, it will show an Help Popup for that input parameter, this way you can correctly
fill the field.
A data table results and 4 charts are presented with the simulated results for each RPM ( 500rpm interval ):





Volume Air Flow – Liters per Minute
Mass Air Flow – Grams per Minute
Fuel Flow – cc per Minute
Estimated HorsePower ( HP )

On this example, the predicted HP@ 14 000rpm was 47 HP.
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CENTER OF GRAVITY SIMULATOR
Use this RacingSM Software module to Simulate and calculate your bike Center of Gravity (CoG) and Position
Relative to Ground.

Fill with the following input data:







Length of Level Wheelbase
Height of Front Wheel Hub
Height of Rear Wheel off Ground
Weight of Level Front Wheel
Weight of Level Rear Wheel
Weight of Front Wheel when Rear is Lifted

Results:







Weight Distribution ( Front & Rear % )
Total Weight
Weight Added to Front Wheel by Lift
Wheelbase when Rear Wheel is Lifted
Horizontal Location of Center-of-Gravity
Vertical Location of Center-of-Gravity
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DRAG ELAPSED TIME PREDICTION

Based on Physics Algorithms, it’s possible to estimate a very closely approximation of an Elapsed Time on the
¼ mile ( 402 meter ) drag race.
There are 3 possible estimations:
-

Estimate ¼ Mile Elapsed Time
o Total Weight in Kg ( Bike + Fluids + Pilot )
o Rear Wheel Horsepower ( BHP )

-

Rear Wheel Horsepower Needed Based on Speed Trap ( BHP )
o Speed Trap ( Km/h )
o Total Weight in Kg ( Bike + Fluids + Pilot )

-

Rear Wheel Horsepower Needed Based on Elapsed Time ( BHP )
o Elapsed Time ( seconds )
o Total Weight in Kg ( Bike + Fluids + Pilot )

It is also represented a chart plot for RWHP Vs ET and RWHP Vs SPEED Estimations, in order to have a
perception of what kind of power you’ll need to achieve a certain ET or Speed based on your Total Weight.
The more accurate the input data is filled, the more accurate are the Estimations.
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DRAG RESISTANCE CURVES

Another interesting feature of Racing Software is the Drag Resistance Curves.
Fill with the following input data:



DragArea Coefficient ( CdA )
Air Density

Air Density has direct influence on the Resistance Force ( Drag Force ). You can calculate the Air Density with
our calculator, or use the standard value of 1.225 kg/m³ for 15° temperature at Sea Level altitude.









Rear Wheel Perimeter ( in centimeters )
RPM – choose a RPM you want to calculate your Real Speed
HP @ Desired RPM – fill with the Crank Horsepower at the Desired RPM filled above, if you don’t
have a Dyno chart of your engine, choose an accurate prediction of HP.
Primary Ratio
Rear Sprocket
Front Sprocket
th
th
6 Gear Ratio – if your engine is a 5 gearbox, fill with the 5 Gear Ratio
Drag Area Coefficients – choose multiple Coefficients to interpolate different Aerodynamic setups
for your engine / bike to compare.

On the screenshot above, the prediction is that the simulated bike would achieve the theoretical Max Real
Speed ( 188 km/h @ 10500rpm ), since it has 45 Crank HP, and it would need 43.4 HP.
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DRAG AREA AND CDA SIMULATOR
Calculate / simulate your motorcycle CdA and Drag Area using this RacingSM Software module.
Based on a frontal photo of your bike + rider, you can use a Image Editor Software ( like Adobe Photoshop )
to know the Pixels Squared Area and the Front Wheel Height.
With this 2 input values and also filling with the Front Wheel Data you’ll have:
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Real Front Wheel Circumference
Real Life Frontal Area
Real Life Drag Area
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DRAG PRACTICE TREE
A useful feature which will help those who want to practice Reaction Time and Rollout on a Drag Practice
Tree.
The operation is very simple:





Select Tree Type ( Professional 0.400 or Sportsman 0.500 )
Click Pre-Stage
Follow the instructions and HOLD the left mouse click on the GO ! button until green lights appear.

A data table result is shown with all your attempts, a green row represents your best reaction time, the red
ones the slowest or a false start.
We also show statistics of False Starts Ratio in %.
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DRAG DATA ANALYSIS
Want to maintain a database record of your Drag Runs with important settings setup ?
Do you have an Accelerometer with a data logger and want to analyze the results ?
Our Drag Data Analysis meets those requirements.
For the Drag Runs, just fill the table with the following inputs:





TRACK – where you’ll make the drag runs (
required )
DATE – no input, it’s the actual timestamp
ET ( Elapsed Time ) – elapsed time in seconds
( required )
PRESSURE – atmospheric pressure







TEMPERATURE – ambient temperature
HUMIDITY – actual humidity %
CARBURETOR – Model / Size
CLIP – carburetor clip position
MAINJET – carburetor mainjet

After inserting a data row, the program will plot a chart automatically with your ET’s for each Track.
For the Acceleration Runs, you have to Load a comma separated ( , ) CSV file. You will have 2 choices:



GCDC X16-1 USB Accelerometer RAW format
Comma separated CSV with 4 columns:
o TIME
o X Axis value
o Y Axis value
o Z Axis value

After successfully loading the CSV file, the program will automatically fill a data table with the results and also
plot a Chart with your results.
The Acceleration Chart is fully customizable, you can:



Zoom In & Zoom Out for a certain range
Enable & Disable X, Y, Z
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